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EDITORIAL
Once more we enter another caving year without an elected Meets Secretary . Whilst there is not a heavy
demand for trips beyond the limestone boundaries of the Forest of Dean , it is a facility that the club must
offer . It is not necessary for the meets sec to have a good knowledge of the caving regions . A venue for
the year can be decided at a committee meeting , also the leader for the trips . The Meets Sec’s job is to
write off for keys or permission and to find out what sort of trip the members want .
Jim Hay is handling the job at present so any volunteers have a word with him .

NEW MEMBERS
The following members are welcomed to the club :John Hoskins
Audie Morris
Dave Lowe ( Deej )
Karen Hay
Andy Mitchel
Alison Yates

Glos
Yorkley
Leeds
Ruardean
Lydbrook
Clearwell

NEWS FROM THE CAMBRIAN COUNCIL
Ogof -y-Ci
( Not Ryde Syche ) ahs an access ban
Ogof Craig-y-Ffynon - Choke I Has now been cleared . So cave now open .
Otter Hole - John Hutchinson of Hades Caving Club is planning a clean-up in the spring .
Aggen Allwedd - Nov 2nd A caver was lost in the farther reaches for over 12 hours . Rescue teams found
him in the early hours of Monday Morning . GCRG were put on stand by .
Also in the cave Oct 26th Martyn Farr once again dived the downstream terminal sumps . Unfortunately
weather conditions were poor and nothing further was achieved .
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KEN AND JUNE FAULL
A surprise visit from Australia by Ken and June delighted the older members . It was ten years ago that
they emigrated and it has taken that long for some of us to forget the all - night digging exploits on many a
winter night .
It was not long before they were down Old Ham testing his route finding which was apparently far better
than in Australia . Devil’s Chapel was also visited but the rather rushed visit meant memories had to be left
.
There was some fine evening reminiscing on past mishaps like the collapsing of the Noxon Land Level just
after we’d passed through it , and remember that moving boulder choke connecting Crater to High Drift .
One other memory in the celebrations , yes we were celebrating his return once more to Australia , was
taped proof of a drunken Colin Clements . Yet another memory to try and forget .

ACCESS OLD HAM
Ray Wright has informed the committee that he intends to gate Old ham . He is concerned about the
increasing number of cavers using the mine, some of them ill-equipped to do so . As gale holder Ray could
be responsible if an accident occurred . Once the mine is gated RFDCC will have keys and they will be
available to members .

ACCESS OLD BOW
Not long ago Mostyn Watkins of Perrygrove Farm died . He was a fine old man with many memories of
working in the iron mines and always talked of massive churns in Sling Pit . Over the years he also
maintained what we know as Puzzle wood . This area must be the finest example of Scowels in the country
. Now the land reverts to the lese holder and we do not know the future plans . We will report any
developments .

AGGIE CALL - OUT
We were on standby not long ago , and as usual it was late Sunday night that the call went out . If the lost
caver had been injured we would have had a full call -out . WAS YOUR CAVING GEAR READY ?
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RECENT TRIPS
Both RFDCC and GSS pledged an array of support for Martyn Farr’s recent dive in the downstream sumps
of Aggen Allwedd . The sum total of that was Paul Taylor and John Furlong of GSS plus myself as chief
navigator arriving a day late to find all the gear long gone . “ Oh well , suppose we’d better go caving “
someone was heard to mutter .
We decided on a Coal cellar - summertime round trip and proceeded to plod the entrance series at good
speed . At main junction we dropped down to follow the stream through the second boulder choke which
has fallen in and needs care . Soon we reached north - west junction and the main river in the cave unites
with our stream and flows off into deep water series . We splashed on upstream in a large stream passage
and soon reach the turning for Coal-Cellar passage .
So far we are about 5000ft from the entrance and it can only get farther away unless we turn back ( Elliott’s
cave theory of relativity ) ( it’s a relatively long way back out )
Coal-Cellar Passage is hard , some 2000ft or so long it involves high slippery traverses and some grotty
type thrutching ( Sorry ? ) terminating in a vertical chimney of the tight variety .
Once up this you are in Summertime Series, a labyrinth of vast silent passages used only by small streams .
It is one of the few caves in the south where you feel really remote. A few route finding problems were
sorted out before we were back in the more familiar complex . Even then it was a long plod down a huge
passage before we located the way out which was through Solenite Tunnel and into the enormous Sand
Caverns.
Soon we splashed into the main stream and back downstream through Turkey Pool , sporting as Paul and I
were in dry gear. A routine trip out and there was still some daylight left, in fact we had only been
underground six hours and covered around three miles of cave.
Jim Hay led a trip to Dan-yr-Ogof which was flooded . The party instead entered Cwmdwr , went through
a rather flooded choke into OFD II and followed a very swollen stream down to the main stream which was
sumped.
On the way out water levels were obviously going down.
Report from a pub interview with Jim Hay .

WANTED
Articles or comments .
Articles on any interesting Wednesday evening trips in the forest or elsewhere .
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SOCIAL MEETS
The December meeting sported a general caving knowledge quiz which obviously favoured the older know
- alls . But it was good fun , even if that rotten Roger Bailey did win free membership for a year .
Next meeting in January ( first Thursday ) will be Graham Crisps superb sound sequence ( none slide ) on
Dan-y-Ogof . Don’t miss it and be early.

LOCAL NEWS
Another entrance to Wigpool has been opened up by three cavers from the Malverns . More details please .
Arles Barn depression has collapsed a little further showing a good limestone cliff and an inviting hole
below it . Rocks a mud will have to be cleared to get in of course but it looks good . The depression is
situated above the Slade Valley near St Briavels and in the area is Dark Hill Cave , short but being dug by
Jim Hay and also Bearse Pot plus quite a few other shafts , including one Sparky has been digging .

CHALKIE WHITE
Chalkie White recently died in Glos Hospital after a fairly long illness which he bravely fought. He was
tackle officer of GSS and very active with Cave Rescue . Whatever was going on he was always there ,
Even a cave rescue practice couldn’t get rid of his smile.
The work he did will make it difficult to get a replacement and he will be sadly missed by his friends.
His funeral on Tuesday Oct 14th was attended by many cavers showing just how many friends he had ,
some had travelled a long way .
Our condolences to his wife .

John Elliott ( Editor )

CAVE DIVING AT OTTER HOLE

Martyn Farr

Otter Hole is a classic cave system . Not only is it unique in that its entrance series occupies an inter - tidal
location but it also boasts some of the finest to be found in any cave system of the British Isles . The length
of the cave today exceeds 3.2 kms and the furthest reaches rates among the most sporting and arduous in
the country . Exploration is no means complete , despite six years of intense activity , and it is clear that a
considerable amount of passage remains to be discovered.
A multitude of small streams disappear underground in the vicinity of St Arvans village and since the
discovery of Otter Hole attempts have been made to establish a drainage pattern . Today an interesting
hydrology network has been revealed. The Itton Sinks ( North and South ) and Croon Bleddyn Sink have
been traced , to reappear at the rising sump at the end of Tunnels Loft - the furthest point in the cave.
The water from Rogerstone Grange Sink and St Arvans Sink reappears at Sump II, approximately one third
of the way into the cave. It is reasonable to assume that the substantial stream that disappears at
Llanquillan Sink , close to the Cross Bleddyn Sink , also flows into Otter Hole. From this picture it is
evident that the cave ought to encompass an area extending nearly a mile further to the west and another
quarter of a mile to the north. The overall potential therefore is a system of at least twice the current length
.
Cont
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Many passages in the cave are terminated by sumps, The passage of which is restricted to experienced
cave divers with essential underwater breathing apparatus . Any exploration into water filled caves is a
hazardous undertaking and at Otter Hole the cave diver is spared none of the usual hardships . The
visibility in the submerged section generally rates from bad to atrocious and all of those passages posses a
considerable quantity of mud or light ooze .
Chronological sequence of diving activity :Sept 1974 March 9th 75 May 3rd 75 June 22nd 75 Aug 30th 75 -

Sept 7th 75 -

Oct 4th 75 -

Dec 75 May 1st 75 -

Otter Hole first entered .
Sump II reached - 2,500ft from the entrance . Jim Hay subsequently free dived this.
Finding this to be 2ft in length , very shallow, and leading to sump III after a further 60ft.
John Elliott made the first cave dive using breathing apparatus and penetrated
Sump III for 20ft on a ,line paid out by an assistant at base . The visibility was found to
be 3ft , the passage low and possessing a copious quantity of mud.
A further dive by J Elliott who reached a point 30ft from base. Max depth achieved 6ft.
Martyn Farr dived Sump III for 40ft to reach a large airbell . Sump IV was found to be
Shorter ( 20ft ) but equally as unpleasant .
Beyond a normal stream way was regained and having deposited his diving equipment
Upon a mud bank the lone explorer proceeded for another 500ft along a large passage ,
Littered with breakdown to Sump V.
J Elliott dived through sumps III & IV to assist M Farr with the portorage of his diving ,
Equipment up to sump V. Route finding here was difficult and eventually the diver made
his exit having made a more 60ft of headway at about 12ft depth. En route out the pair
fully explored the dry network, but no significant discoveries were made.
Accompanied on this occasion by Jim Hay as far as the start of sump V explorations were
resumed . The sump was passed after 100ft and a short inlet passage observed.
The main route clearly lay back in the sump and a further 50ft was explored into sump
VI, before an exit was made. There had been no improvement in diving conditions and
further headway was viewed with seriousness.
Discovery of the high level series , leading to the Hall of Thirty. This route apparently
by-passed the Mainstream Sumps which consequently assumed a lesser priority.
M Farr recruited a strong party of helpers and dived the rising sump at the termination of
Tunnels Loft Passage . Surprisingly the visibility here was of the order of 20ft before the
water was distributed but this was quickly reduced to less than three feet as the diver ,
Kitted up. On the third dive in the sump pool the way on under a low and exceptionally,
Muddy arch was located. Passing through the squeeze the mud slide was quickly
overtaken and after 50ft entry was made to a large airboll the roof of which was lost to
view some considerable distance above the floor . Diving on into Sump II a depth of
about 35ft was reached in a pleasant tube before there were any signs of ascent.
Dodging between perched boulders a gradual mud slope then led to air and another huge,
Aven - over 60ft high. Continuing into sump III the divers line ran out after 40ft at a
Depth of 30ft. The exit was made in nil visibility.

In view of the gruelling porter-age involved in this cave no further diving was undertaken until August
1980. During this interval dye testing were to give the Mainstream Sumps a greater significance. In view
of the renewed potential those were now considered a viable proposition particularly with regard to
extending the cave in a northerly direction.
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August 2nd 1980 - A strong party pottered into the cave and M Farr set off alone from Sump II . Wearing
two sets of diving apparatus and transporting a real and fins the carry - up to sump V was very difficult .
Sump VI was passed after 130ft to discover 170ft of spacious Canal Passage . Sump VII was guarded by
an array of awkward flakes near the start but the sump quickly assumed its normal characteristics - amply
big enough to move along but most unpleasant ! After 100ft the diver entered a large chamber , became
disorientated and achieved a large loop before the line was exhausted . The chamber at the end is at least
30ft in diameter and the depth here possibly 25ft . A rough survey of the diver’s extensions was made en
route out.
The completed survey revealed that the trend of Sump VII is guided by the major fault , Vicarage Fault .
Future divers will therefore have the knowledge of a directional bearing - a valuable aid to route finding .
Given this advantage reasonable progress can be postulated towards St Arvans Sink , the nearest of these
lying to the north . The prospects appear good .
August 12th 1980 - A second assault on the terminal sump at the end of Tunnel Loft Passage . Diving
with two sets of equipment Farr made quick work of the first two sumps and set off into the third . The
bearing of 300 ( Mag ) was continued into the third sump but the depth gradually increased to exceed 40ft.
170ft from the start of Sump III , having passed two ??????? The way on was lost . An attempt to follow a
submerged aven ended in failure and in a complete blackout a retreat was made .
The trend of the cave in the furthest reaches can now be clearly ascertained - down dip and influenced by
the Mounton Syncline , the axis of which is situated a short distance to the west . The immediate prospects
at this site are poor but a further dive would be more conclusive .
August 12th 1980 - A brief examination of the downstream sump beyond Tunnels Loft , by Mark
Campbell.
( This is situated a short distance from the previous site ) A small and awkward series of ducks led into a
complete sump after 100ft . Prospects - very poor .
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